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This eBook is based on my experience as a travel photographer
shooting around the world, but I'll be the first to admit that
wildlife photography isn't my specialty, and so mixed in with my
own advice is that from a variety of wildlife photography experts
and related educational websites that I like to use.

Although wildlife is one of the major reasons to visit this part of
Costa Rica, capturing images in a variety of the categories,
whatever level of photographer you are, will surely help you to
return with a well-rounded set of images that more completely
tells the story of a place, and certainly Costa Rica is more than
just wildlife.

Introduction

Click above to enjoy my FREE Skillshare class.

Click image above to watch video.

https://photoenrichment.com/products/my-shot-lists-ios-app/
https://youtu.be/1yCpT6oGL04
https://skl.sh/31rL7Nr


PRACTICAL INFORMATION

FOR TRAVELING TO COSTA RICA

 

Dos and Don’ts for Travelers in Costa Rica

 by WorldNomads
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The above article is short but has some really great tips

for traveling to Costa Rica, so please do read it.

 

Electrical Outlets in Costa Rica (CR)

 

Most of CR is based on an electrical system similar to that

in the U.S. and Canada, so 110 volts.  That means your

devices with the types of plugs we use in those countries

should work throughout Costa Rica.  However, I always

have at least one two-prong European-style plug

adaptor just in case (they’re small, inexpensive and

lightweight).

 
Having at least one 3-into-2 prong electrical converter

for when the outlet isn’t grounded is a good idea, too.

https://www.worldnomads.com/explore/central-america/costa-rica/costa-rica-dos-and-donts?utm_source=worldnomads&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=campaign-collab-dollar-flight-club
https://continentaldrifter.co/
http://rcm.amazon.com/e/cm?lt1=_blank&bc1=000000&IS2=1&bg1=FFFFFF&fc1=000000&lc1=0000FF&t=ralphvelcom-20&o=1&p=8&l=as4&m=amazon&f=ifr&ref=ss_til&asins=B000BMFHLE
https://amzn.to/2Wbcc2g


Power Strip – in order to have access to more U.S.-style

outlets to charge your gear and other accessories, I

highly recommend the Simran SM-60 Universal Power

Strip with Surge Protector which I've successfully used

for years.

 

PACKING

 

Carrying On vs. Checking Bags

According to our local Tour Operator, we'll be flying with

any one of several local carriers in Costa Rica.  As of this

writing, the weight limits are 40 lbs. per checked bag

and 10 lbs. per carry-on.  From what we are being told,

beyond these limits you'll be charged $1.00 per extra

pound.

By most standards this is very inexpensive for

overweight charges, but please don’t use it as a reason

to overpack as the plane we’ll be flying from San 

Jose to Puerto Jimenez on the Osa Peninsula 
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is small, perhaps a 12 – 16 seater, and I remember having

to put my medium-sized camera bag on my lap for the

entire 50-minute flight as it was too big to even put in

the very narrow aisle.

 

According to what they've told us, the airline should let

our group take cameras or other fragile gear with us into

the cabin, but this charge for extra weight will apply, and

I remember them even weighing a little girl with her

backpack on before the flight (thank goodness they

didn’t weigh me!).

Tip #1 - Pack Light (bring more money)!

 

Please know that you’ll be able to do laundry at the

resort so there’s really no reason to overpack.

 

General Clothes Packing List

 

Costa Rica, like all tropical destinations, can be warm

and humid at times, but during my past trips the

temperatures probably ranged from 75 to 90 F 

with medium to high humidity, but not anywhere

ContinentalDRIFTER.co   Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights
d
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near as bad as I’d expected.  That said, I’d recommend

bringing clothes made of synthetic materials and not

made of cotton which doesn’t dry quickly in these

conditions.

 

Surely you have your own packing list of preferred

items, but this list will give you a start:

 

· Non-cotton undergarments for quick drying

· Plenty of synthetic socks (mix of short and long)

· Lightweight raincoat

· A fleece jacket for an extra layer as it’s possible it         

 can get chilly at night (50s F?)

· 2 pairs of pants (I like one set of blue jeans and one pair

of cargo pants)

· Shorts with plenty of pockets      

· Short Sleeve Dri-Fit-type shirts

· Long Sleeve Dri-Fit-type shirts

· Lightweight hat for sun protection

· Plenty of bandanas!

 

Remember that you can have laundry done there. 
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Shoes

 

· Comfortable, but sturdy, water-resistant walking shoes

for rocky trails, sand, mud and the other conditions we

may encounter.

· Water shoes if you like to have some protection when

walking on the beach or in the surf and on trails.

* Sandals that can get wet may be nice to have but not

required.

 

Other Items

 

· Mosquito repellent, although the bugs were not bad at

all when I was there, and Repel Sportsmen Max 40%

DEET Pump Spray comes highly recommended.  Non-

DEET sprays may not work very well.

· Good quality sunglasses (but if polarized, take them off

when shooting!).

· Hand sanitizer

· Small travel umbrella

· A variety of Ziploc plastic bags (several big enough to

fit your camera with lens attached, freezer type are

thicker and more durable)
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· Several medium-sized garbage bags that you can put

your whole camera bag into if it were necessary.

· Shower caps – pick these up at hotels and keep them

on you to cover your camera, lens and other gear, if

necessary.  Not the best solution, but they can keep the

majority of moisture off your gear in a pinch.

· Silica Desiccant – see below for more details.
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· Headlamp 
· Binoculars – totally optional, but good for when you’d

just like to see the wildlife or search it out before

photographing.

 

Medications and Health

 

· Keep all medications in their original containers with

your name clearly marked. See my Two-Minute Travel

Tip YouTube video on Traveling with Medications.

· Cipro 500 mg tablets come recommended in case of

intestinal issues (consult your doctor).

· Imodium or similar for intestinal issues

· Motion sickness medicine (if you’re prone to getting

sick on drives, planes or boats)

· Also bring any of your favorite over-the-counter 

(OTC) medications for colds or other maladies 

as they may not be readily available down there.

and/or small flashlight for walking around 

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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INFORMATION ABOUT GEAR AND

PHOTOGRAPHING IN COSTA RICA

Abstracts10

Basic Camera Gear

 

Tip #1: Have the Right Gear

 

Most of you know me well and that I’m a one-body, one-

lens shooter in most situations.  That said, Costa Rica is

going to be a little different in that you may want to

consider some specialized gear, such as a macro lens to

capture small insects, frogs, plants and other details up

close and with shallow depths of field (DOF - see below

for more info on this concept).  I did not have a

dedicated macro lens in previous years and still got

some really nice images, so don’t feel like you have to

purchase or rent one just for this trip, although renting

one could be really worth it.

Much of the wildlife we’ll see will likely be at a fair

distance, so zoom lenses in the 200 to 600 mm range

are recommended or you’ll find you can’t get in 

close enough on subjects that are at a distance.

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Plus, the rainforest canopy can be dense, and this makes

for lowlight conditions, even during the day, so fast

lenses (f/1.8, f/2.8, f/4) can be beneficial, although

they’re often heavy and can be quite expensive,

however, 3rd party manufacturers, such as Tamron,

Sigma and others, have lenses that weigh less, are at

times smaller in size and less expensive, and any quality

difference is often negligible. 

 

A strong flash to pop some light onto your subject may

be useful, too, although I got by fine without one during

my previous trips and still made some very nice images,

although I missed some because I didn’t have a flash, so

it’s entirely up to you.

 

Trade-Offs

As I often say, there’s always a trade-off in photography,

and I’ve simply resigned myself to the fact that I won’t

get every shot, and realizing that has taken a lot of the

pressure off of my photography and I find I’m enjoying

myself a lot more when I don’t feel I need to capture

every shot.

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Tip #2: Please Know Your Gear!

 

It’s imperative on a once-in-a-lifetime trip like this that

you know your gear really well.  If you’re considering

buying or renting new and unfamiliar gear, do it now so

that you can practice with it, be sure it’s right for you (if

you’re renting) and make your mistakes in a less crucial

environment.  Do understand, however, that we are all

going to miss many, many shots, but you’ll miss a whole

lot less the more prepared you are and the better you

know your equipment and all accessories.

 

I’ll be there to help you, of course, but please

understand that I can’t possibly have an intimate

knowledge of the wide variety of cameras, lenses and

accessories our group will surely have, so please make it

your responsibility for knowing your specific gear as well

as possible, and have any manuals with you, both in

hardcopy and PDF versions.

 

"Remember, you can't get worse at photography!"

                                                                       ~ Ralph

 

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Tip #3: Absolutely Consider Renting Gear in Advance

LensRentals.com – renting specialized equipment is an

economical way of getting access to gear that may

otherwise be expensive or that you may only use

occasionally.  Renting allows you to try out gear you’re

not sure you want to purchase yet, but also to use gear

that you may only have limited use for, so do consider

renting, but do so well in advance of our trip.

Camera(s)

 

I’ll be taking my own advice and packing light, and I

won’t be bringing a D-SLR as my main camera, but

instead plan to use my mirrorless Fujifilm X-T2 camera

with 18 – 135 mm lens (this camera has a 2x crop factor

and so without getting into too much detail…see this link

which has a lot of information, perhaps more than you

care to know, actually, but this means it really has a 36 –

270 mm focal length at a 35 mm equivalent, and it

worked well for macro shots even though it’s not a

dedicated macro lens). 

 

It’s always a good idea to have two camera 

bodies, just in case one fails.

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Other Easy-to-Use Camera Suggestions

 

There are several cameras that come highly

recommended for the type of photography we’ll be

doing in Costa Rica, and they aren’t either the higher end

D-SLR (digital single lens reflex) cameras or from the

mirrorless or smartphone categories.
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With that in mind, I’m also planning to bring my Nikon

D300s D-SLR body (it has a 1.5x crop) and fast Nikkor 50

mm f/1.4 lens as a backup.

The above bundle was recently $699 on Amazon.
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Canon sx70 HS – (above) with this camera’s 65x zoom

you can really get in close on just about any subject, so

if you’re looking to avoid a lot of decision making, an “all-

in-one” camera like this could be a great solution, and

the price is right at just $699 for the above bundle.

Olympus TG-6 – (above) having access to an

underwater camera like the Olympus TG-6 could come

in real handy in the more humid and wet conditions

Currently this entire bundle is just $599.95 on Amazon.

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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we may encounter in the Costa Rican rain forest, so be

sure to consider this type of camera to add to your

arsenal, as well.  It too is very well priced at just $599.95

for the entire bundle above.

Lenses

 

For my Nikon D300s, chances are very good that I’ll rent

a long lens such as the Tamron SP 150 - 600mm F/5-

6.3 Di VC USD G2 for Nikon D-SLR cameras (again, that’s

actually a 225 – 900 mm on my Nikon D300s body with

1.5x crop factor, and this lens is specifically for Nikon

mounts, so if you’re a Canon shooter, be sure to choose

that lens).

 

This long lens will be good for zooming in on faraway

subjects, and it’s relatively inexpensive to rent (see

below for more information and links to sites where you

can reliably rent gear).

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Other Lens Options:

· Midrange zoom lens (70 - 200 mm, 70 - 300 mm,        

 80 - 400 mm or 100 - 400 mm)

· Macro lens - completely optional, but I’m looking at a

45 mm (actually 90 mm on my mirrorless camera with 2x

crop).

· Point-and-shoot, non-mirrorless or D-SLR camera (see

two very good suggestions above)

· Zoom lens (try to cover the total range from about 24 -

600 mm).  The Sigma and Tamron 150 - 600 mm lenses

have very good quality at a much less expensive price

than their Nikon or Canon counterparts, and they

typically are smaller and weigh less.  Each major

manufacturer has its own set of lenses, but they're often

more pricey and heavier, but also do your own research

on quality sites like DPReview,

and the difference in quality is often negligible, 

· Teleconverters or extension tubes are often

recommended, although, to be honest, I don’t have any

experience with these accessories and so will not be

bringing them.  I just thought it important that you be

aware of these options so you can decide for 

yourself.

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Here are a couple of articles for you to review on this

last topic of Teleconverters:

How to Use a Teleconverter

 

by PhotographyLife.com

Use Teleconverters to Photograph Wildlife

 

by Digital Photo Magazine

Filters

 

The only filter I use is a standard UV filter for the front of

all my lenses.  This simply helps to protect the more

expensive lens it sits on, however, there is a lot of

discussion on this topic that goes either way (i.e. What’s

the benefit of putting a cheap filter on the front of what

is probably an expensive lens?  Does it knock down the

quality of the light, and hence, the lens?).

 

That said, here are some articles on the following filters:

· Polarizing Filter by Photography Life – can make 

colors seem more vibrant, deepen blue skies 

and make clouds pop.

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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· Neutral density filters from B&H Photo/Video - for

landscape work.

Miscellaneous

 

· Small tools you might need to tighten lens plates,

tripods, other.

· Multi-purpose Swiss Army knife (this is my preferred

model and the one I travel the world with and so it may

be all you really need, but remember this must be

packed in your checked bag, you cannot bring this knife

onto a flight in your carryon bag).

· Allen wrench set, if applicable to your needs

· Lens cloths – several large (12” x 12”), high quality ones

(not just eyeglass sized)

· Lens cloths – smaller (7” x 7”)…attach to your camera

strap so it's always with you

· Lens cleaning kit - to blow away dust and more.

· Small, light-colored towel for drying your gear (light

colored so that you can easily find it, even if it’s deep in 

your bag).

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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· Rain sleeve for long lenses – be sure it fits your

camera/lens setup

· Don’t forget those shower caps. They’re so lightweight,

compact and FREE!

· Have plenty of bandanas, too.

Camera Bag

 

ThinkTank Photo (TTP/MindShift) is one of my favorite

companies, period, and it's not just because I'm an

affiliate of theirs.  Their gear, mostly camera bags and

accessories, is super high quality, but it’s priced right and

not overly expensive.  I’ve been using TTP products for

years now and I don’t think I’ve ever had a complaint

about any of their gear (and it all still looks brand new),

and I’ve got to think they stand behind all of their

products 100 percent should there be any issues, so be

sure to check out the link above to see what they have

in terms of camera bags and backpacks, belt systems,

rain covers, sling bags, roller bags and the countless

other accessories they manufacture.  I can’t say enough

about this company.

ContinentalDRIFTER.co      © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Smartphone

 

If you own one, it’s a good idea to have a smartphone

with you at all times.  I shoot a lot of videos with my

iPhone and have really been happy with the results, plus

I can do panoramas, slow motion, time-lapse, and more.  

Also, it makes a nice backup camera because it’s with

me at all times.

 

Be sure to have all accessories for your smartphone and

other gear, including cord(s), chargers, cases, etc.

 

Olloclip – follow this link to see what accessories are

out there, such as wide-angle lenses, macro lenses, etc.,

for your device but be sure it’s specific to your type of

phone.

Smartphone Apps

 

Snapseed – easy-to-use app for post-processing

smartphone images and then immediately being able to

share them on social media.

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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WhatsApp – this is a free app used for communicating

with other users and I've found it great for sharing

photos and videos, plus you can set up private groups to

broadcast to, as well.

Flash and Other Artificial Light

 

The lighting and composition challenges in Costa Rica

can be many.  Subjects within the dense rainforest

canopy can be a real challenge to photograph, so set

your expectations right.

Pro Tip: I use a label maker and put my name, email address

and “Reward if Found!” on almost everything I own.  This way,

if an honest person finds something of mine, they’ll be much

more likely to return it if it has the owner’s name on it.  Perhaps

you think I’m a bit overoptimistic, but this has actually

happened to me and I had an iPad mini returned to me that I

left on a train in Croatia simply because I had a label on it. 

There’s no way I would have gotten it back otherwise."  ~ Ralph

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Flash – many photographers like to use their camera’s

flash to light up their subjects in lowlight situations, so

consider learning and knowing your camera’s built-in

flash, assuming it has one.  Or, you may want to rent or

purchase a powerful flash that can reach 50 to 100 feet

or more to light up those elusive subjects who hang out

in dark places during the day (such as already dark

monkeys, birds, snakes and sloths hidden deep in trees).

 

Here are links to several articles that should help:

Master Flash in Your Wildlife Shots

 

By Greg Basco of Australian Photography

Lighting Wildlife

 

By Ian Plant of Outdoor Photographer Magazine

Flashlight – it’s a good idea to have a small flashlight

and/or headlamp for both lighting up subjects in lowlight, 

but also for safely walking around at night.
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Qubie Bluetooth micro LED light (this is the one I use) or

similar.  Very inexpensive and nice to have one of your

own when walking around by yourself.

 

* Ring light panels – we’ll have two sets on site in Costa

Rica for our use, so there’s no need to purchase one or

bring your own.

MeFoto Backpacker) which may be better for some

situations.  That said, chances are that I won’t bring a

tripod, and I don't foresee any reason for you to bring

one, but it’s entirely up to you.

 

Cable release for your camera (or know how to use the

self-timer) - many newer cameras also have the

capability to operate them with manufacturer-specific

apps that can work really well, but find this out in

advance as you’ll want to work with the app and camera

well in advance of this trip or you’ll spend valuable 

time learning it when you should be shooting.

* Tripod - I love my MeFoto Classic medium weight

tripod (they come in really fun colors, too, so you can

differentiate between all the other black ones), but

there’s also a smaller and lighter version called the

ContinentalDRIFTER.co     Copyright © Ralph Velasco  ~  All rights reserved.
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Other Electronics and Items for Shooting

 

Batteries

 

You’ll likely be shooting quite a bit on this trip, so be sure

to have extra charged batteries with you at all times

(along with extra memory cards, of course).  Hopefully,

you have an idea of your camera’s relative battery life,

so plan accordingly, but I’d suggest having a minimum

of 2, even 3, extra batteries as there’s nothing worse than

photographing in a wonderful place and running out of

power.  Remember, you’re likely to be shooting a lot

more than you normally would, so batteries are going to

run out, and cards are going to fill quickly, so have

plenty of each with you at all times.

 

It goes without saying, but don’t forget your battery

charger and all necessarycords.

Pro Tip: "Change out your battery, and memory cards, when

you’re ready to do so, not when they run out in the middle of

some important shooting sequence.  You shouldn’t feel like

you have to shoot until the last frame on each card.
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Simply buy more cards and change them out when there’s a

lull in the photography."  ~ Ralph

Memory Cards and Storage/Backup

 

You can probably plan on shooting upwards of 500,

perhaps even 1,000 or more, images per day, especially

if shooting on Continuous (often referred to as “Burst” or

“Sports” mode, see below), so have at least 50% more

memory cards than you think you’ll ever need.

Study the above chart to get an idea of the number of images you

can get from a particular memory card.
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My suggestion is also to use medium-capacity cards (my

recommendation these days is cards in the 16 GB to 32

GB range) that have fast write speeds, meaning the

camera can “write” images to the card as fast as you

take them, otherwise the camera's buffer can fill up and

you’ll need to stop to wait for it to catch up, and this

almost always happens at the worst time. 

 

See the information at CameraMemorySpeed.com to

get you started, as well.

 

Laptop

 

Consider bringing a laptop so that you can religiously

backup your images each day.  This is a good idea not

only so all your images aren’t in one place, on one card,

but also so that you can see how you’re doing and

where you may want to make adjustments in your

shooting or gear.
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External Hard Drive

Be sure to have a fast and medium capacity (1 - 2 TB)

external hard drive to back up to.  Personally, I like the

quality and size of the Seagate 2 TB Portable drive.

Pro Tip: I also use a label maker to list all the trips that are on a

particular drive so I have that info easily available (the above is

a 4 TB drive, actually).  Also, plan to have your images in at

least 3 places (memory card, external hard drive and on your

laptop…plus, when I get home, I put them all on to a 24 TB

Drobo drive that sits on my desk).  ~ Ralph
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Card Reader

 

Be sure to have a card reader for each of the type(s) of

cards your camera(s) use, whether CF, SD or other (make

sure you have the cord with it, too, if applicable).

 

Power Bank

 

You may want to have a portable power bank such as

the Anker PowerCore 26800 that I recommend.

Other Items

 

All chargers, cords and wires (double and triple check!).

 

Thumb Drive - I also like to have a large capacity thumb

drive with me in case I need to move files, such as the

SanDisk Ultra Flair 128GB USB 3.0 Flash Drive.

 

It’s even been suggested that you may want to have a

pair of knee pads for kneeling in sand, dirt and other 

places to get certain shots or angles, or simply 
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have something to put on the ground so that your pants

or knees don’t get dirty.

Gear and Accessory Manuals

 

Be sure to have a hardcopy, and electronic PDF version,

of all your gear manuals so that you can refer to them if

necessary.  Simply go to the manufacturer’s website and

look up PDF Downloads of the manual you need for

your gear (or Google “PDF manual for Lumix GX8” or

whatever your camera model is).  I also like to have

these downloaded on my smartphone and iPad, too.

Gear Maintenance

 

Important: Heat, Humidity and How it Affects Gear

 

Overall Tips

 

· To avoid getting dust, dirt, moisture or other foreign

objects on your lens and/or sensor, it’s a great idea to

minimize the number of lens changes you make,

especially in the field (only do so in a controlled 

place).
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· Try to continually wipe down your gear of any moisture

that accumulates.

PLEASE READ: The following is an excellent article that

will help you prepare for the inevitable fogged lens(es)

you may encounter in Costa Rica or elsewhere.

Tips for Avoiding a Foggy Lens

 

by Jim Hamel of Digital Photography School

When in an air-conditioned space, be sure to leave your

camera out of the bag, this way moisture can be

absorbed by the dry air in the room.  It’s also been

suggested to leave your camera gear in the bathroom

where it’s presumably much more humid than the rest of

your air-conditioned room (assuming you’ve recently

taken a shower?). 

 

Speaking of A/C, avoid making the room too cold

overnight or you’ll have that much more time to wait for

your camera to come up to the outside temperature 

and not fog up, both inside and out.
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Check out the situation when down there, but the resort

we’ll be staying at is very safe and private, so you may

even want to put your camera, out of the bag, on your

porch for 30 minutes or so while you get ready to head

out, giving it time to come up to the outside temperature

and not fog, but chances are this will happen, so

knowing how to deal with it is key.

It’s also been suggested that when leaving an air-

conditioned room to put your camera and lens in a

sealed plastic bag so that the moisture will adhere to the

bag, not your gear. Try using a Ziploc freezer bag (test

with your gear before you leave to see it fits and you

may want to bring several different sizes of bags). 

Upon returning to your room don’t put your camera back

into the plastic bag but instead allow all moisture to be

absorbed by the dry room air by leaving it out in the

open.

SILICA GEL DESICCANT

Silica gel desiccant, the packets which I 

recommend above, is widely available
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at most camera stores and online (see link for one

alternative).  Be sure to have a number of packets that

you can distribute throughout your bag(s) so that extra

moisture is absorbed.  Some gels even change color to

let you know they’ve been depleted.

PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS

Introduction

 

Most of the following concepts are addressed in my

other eBook, Essential Notes on Photography.  Please

be sure to read that book and then incorporate those

concepts as they apply to Wildlife Photography.

 

Safety – as you probably know, I’m all about safety first. 

No photograph, however potentially great it might be, is

worth risking your life or health, or anyone else’s, over.  

Please always be well aware of where you are walking,

what your surroundings are and any other potential

dangers that might be lurking...then shoot.
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Set realistic expectations – it’s important to know that

you aren’t going to get every shot, every time.  Situations

and light change, animals move, and other myriad

circumstances are beyond our control, so although this

certainly doesn’t mean simply give up, I do recommend

setting realistic expectations for your photography, this

way you won’t be disappointed too much when you

miss a shot or two (or more!), which will happen.

 

Prepare for that decisive moment.  Being prepared by

knowing what you’re in for, what to expect during the

trip, knowing your gear, having even a small

understanding of animal behavior, and know that timing

and anticipation are two skills you’ll want to develop

over time as these will help you to prepare for how to

anticipate, recognize and take advantage of what’s

come to be called “the decisive moment.”

CAMERA SETTINGS

 

AF – Auto Focus – getting your focal point and setting it

right where you want your subject to be in focus, 

can be a challenge in an environment like 
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the Costa Rican rainforest.  With animals moving about

the canopy at different speeds, often with distracting

elements in front of them, like tree branches and leaves,

focusing exactly where you want to can be difficult, so

please know your camera’s Auto Focus settings. 

 

This article is very good at explaining these different

settings and when to use them:

5 Beginner Tips for More Autofocus Success

 

By Rick Berk of Digital Photography School

Again, be cognizant of where your focal point is because

on most cameras this is where it will set its exposure,

too, which may or may not be where you want it to be.

One-Shot vs. AI-Servo: 

When to Use Each

 

By James Brandon of Digital Photography School
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Back Button Focus (BBF) – BBF is a great feature to

learn, so research how to input this setting into your

camera, which probably has this feature.  The idea is so

that your camera is not continually trying to focus each

time you press shutter button, but instead will hold the

focus while you recompose and shoot.

     Focus on Autofocus: 

Achieving Sharp Images Every Time

 

By Paul Van Hoy of Digital Photography School

3 Reasons Why You Should Switch 

to Back Button Focus

 

By James Brandon of Digital Photography School

Aperture Priority (A or Av) – your camera’s aperture, or

the size of the opening in the lens, determines the

amount of Depth of Field, or what I would explain as the

amount of the image from front to back that’s in focus,

and so depending on how you want your shot to look,

adjusting your aperture can be a creative effect 

you’ll want to master.
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Aperture Versus Shutter Priority:

Which Shooting Mode to Use and When

 

By Kanula Malhotra of Digital Photography School

An Introduction to Aperture Priority 

and Shutter Priority Modes

 

By Andrew S. Gibson of Digital Photography School

Shutter Priority (S or Tv)

 

Freeze (fast SS, high ISO) or blur (slow SS)?  Is it just

blurry, or artistically blurry?

Understanding Depth of Field for Beginners

 

By Bruce Wunderlich of Digital Photography School

Introduction to Shutter Speed in Digital Photography

 

By Darren Rowse of 

Digital Photography School
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Program Mode (P)

Your Guide to Understanding 

Program Mode on Your Camera

 

By Simon Ringsmuth of Digital Photography School

Continuous or Sports or Burst Mode – In order to have a

chance of photographing fast moving subjects, like

animals darting about the forest, knowing how to use

your camera in Continuous, or Burst, Mode is really

important.  This mode allows the photographer to hold

down the shutter button and to take a series of shots in a

row, sometimes as many as 10 per second, and then

hopefully one or more of those images will come out

right as your subject quickly moves through the scene.

 

See these two articles, and research others, for how to

start working in Continuous Shooting Mode, or its

equivalent, on your camera (terminology can vary

depending on camera manufacturer).
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How to Use Continuous Shooting Mode 

on a Digital Camera

 

By Darren Rowse of Digital Photography School

Shooting in Burst Mode

 

By David Peterson of Digital Photo Secrets

Take lots of shots.  Moving subjects, such as animals

quickly moving through the forest canopy, or swimming

or flying through rivers and mangroves, are very difficult

to capture at the perfect moment, even in the best

lighting conditions.  Taking lots of images will greatly

increase your chances of getting it right.

 

Shoot at Eye Level - your subject, for instance an animal

on the ground or on the surface of a body of water, is

likely shorter than you or lives its life at a lower level

than your standing height, so, when safe and practical,

get down at your subject’s eye level to photograph them

and to show them at what is likely a unique angle.
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Setting ISO – today we have the capability of setting our

camera’s ISO, which allows us to change the sensitivity

of the camera’s sensor to light (this is similar to ASA film

speed).  You may want to set the ISO high in low light,

but test shooting at this level to see about the grain and

quality of output of which your camera is capable.  If

your camera creates "noisy" (or grainy) images at high

ISOs, then learn what that number is while you’re out

practicing and try not to go beyond it, if possible.

Photographers. Why the Fear Around 

Shooting at High ISO?

 

By Dahlia Ambrose of Digital Photography School

Edit as you go - so that you can see where to improve

and what shots you still may need to get, I highly

recommend editing your images as you go throughout

your trip.  Whenever you have free time, download 

Reasons to Shoot High ISO Images

 

By James Maher of Digital Photography School
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your most recent images to your computer’s hard drive. 

Then export those files to an external drive and don’t

write over your memory cards (at least not until you get

home).  Now those images are in 3 separate places

(computer hard drive, external hard drive and on the

original memory cards). 

 

Now you can go into your photo editing software and

cull your images, choosing the very best ones by your

standards.  This exercise also lets you see what you’ve

been shooting, where you might be able to improve, and

perhaps you’ll even notice which shots you’re missing or

would like to improve upon, and hopefully, you can get

those while still on location.

 

The Importance of Light

 

Remember that photography is all about light, and

although at this latitude the days in Costa Rica stay

about the same length all year round (from about 5:15

am ~ 6:00 pm) the light can fade much earlier 

under the dense forest canopy.
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"Photography" = to draw with light (from Greek)

Custom Modes – these are starting points for different

situations that you can preset on your camera.  Setting

up the Custom Modes on your camera can be a quick

way to change the settings from being ideal for a bright

situation where you want a shallow depth of field to one

where you are in low light conditions and want a longer

depth of field (this is entirely up to you).

 

The following is a very good overview explaining the

mode dial on just about any camera.  It also talks a bit

about Custom settings, which can be a very good

starting point for the different types of photography you

may encounter.

Create Custom Settings to Improve Your Shooting

 

By Jason Row of Digital Photography School

A Simple Explanation of the Camera Mode Dial

 

By Simon Ringsmuth of 

Digital Photography School
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Panning/following your subject to show motion:

Mastering Panning: Photographing Moving Subjects

 

By Darren Rowse of Digital Photography School

6 Tips to Master Panning Photography

 

By Kunal Mahotra of Digital Photography School

Smartphone Photography Tips

The Best Camera is the One That’s With You: 19

Smartphone Photography Tips for the Mobile Traveler

 

By David Kindervater of Canva.com

The Complete Guide to Smartphone Photography:

96 Tips

 

By Craig Hull of 

ExpertPhotography.com
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Tips and Tricks for Better Smartphone Photography

 

By Jim Fisher of PC Magazine

Animal Behavior

 

Knowing your subject in any situation is so important. 

How do they act?  React?  Move?  What indicators do

they give you that they are about to do something, such

as take off and fly away or slip into the water in search of

a meal?  Having situational awareness and

understanding behavioral cues and animal interactions is

paramount.  Being able to anticipate your subject’s next

move, and timing it just right, can help you get great

shots that others miss.  For instance, birds will often

defecate just before taking off, so be ready!

 

In order not to scare wildlife that may already be

nervous, be sure to walk deliberately, but softly and

quietly, and it’s better to wear dark, muted colors.

 

Much wildlife is active early, before the heat of 

the day, so get out early.  Also, avoid eye 

contact with animals who may interpret direct             

 eye contact as a threat. 
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Photographing Wildlife by Studying Animal Behavior

 

By Amateur Photographer

Capture the Animal's Behavior:

Improve Your Wildlife Photography

 

By ViewBug

CONCLUSION

 

Any trip to Costa Rica promises to be a trip of a lifetime

and preparing yourself for getting the best shots while

down there is going to play a big role in the quality of

images you return with, so please, go through this eBook

in its entirety, but also do your own research, and as I’ve

pointed out a number of times here, know your gear

well!

 

Wildlife photographers spend an inordinate 

amount of time shooting in the same spots,
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getting to know their surroundings and subjects, year

after year, in order to develop a portfolio of high-quality

images they're proud to share.  I'm confident you're

going to get some great shots, but also be realistic in

your expectations, and be sure to enjoy all the other

wonderful parts of travel, including the people, culture,

food, scenery, wildlife and more that Costa Rica, and

each place, has to offer.

 

FINALLY: BE HERE NOW!

 

Be sure to spend as much time traveling and being

present in the destination, taking it all in with your mind’s

eye, as you do with your eye up to the viewfinder trying

to photograph every single moment.  

 

Don’t be afraid to put the camera down and "be here

now!"

 

Additional Learning

For additional photography tips and techniques, be sure

to use our good friends over at Google.com for

researching specific gear or photography topics 

you’d like to know more about.
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That said, also be sure to spend some time on sites like

Digital Photography School (one of my favorite learning

sites, as you’ve probably figured out, and one I used to

write for years ago).  There’s also Lynda.com and
Skillshare.com, among others. 

 

Finally, YouTube is the second most popular search

engine in the world and a great way to learn just about

any skill you can imagine, so if you’re more visual and

like to learn from instructional videos, then poke around

YouTube.com to master just about any skill you can

think of.

Special Note: The links in this document may be affiliate links where

PEA gets a small commission from Amazon or other vendors if you

purchase.  Please know that this does not affect the price to you at all

and in a small way helps support putting this eBook together.  If you're

going to purchase these items, we'd appreciate it if you'd do it via our

links.  Thanks!
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